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QUESTION BANK IN PHYSICS
(UP TO JUN 2015)

(EM WAVES AND DIELECTRICS)

1. Write Maxwell’s equationsin differential form. (2) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
2. Derive Maxwell’s electromagneticwaveequationfor a non-conductingmedium.

(4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
3. Show that electrostaticfield is equal to the negativeof potential gradientand

hence show that electrostatic field is conservative. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
4. What is the physicalsignificanceof divergenceof of a vectorfield? (2) {JUN 15

[PTU]}
5. Showthatdivergenceof curl of a vectoralwaysvanishes.(2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
6. What is Poynting vector and give its significance?State and prove Poynting

vector theorem. (6) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
7. Write differential form of Maxwell’s equationsapplicablein materialmedium.(2)

{JUN 15 [PTU]}
8. Whatdoyou meanby displacementcurrent?(2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
9. Show that velocity of plane electromagneticwaves in free spaceis given by

00

1

εµ
=c . (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]]}

10. Using Maxwell’s equations prove that 0. =
∂
∂+∇

→→

t
J

ρ
. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}

11.Whatis thephysicalsignificanceof gradientof ascalarfield? (2) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
12.WhatinformationdoesthequantityPoyntingvectorfurnish?(2) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
13.StateandprovePoyntingvectortheorem.Give significanceof eachterm.(4) Give

a brief account of BCS theory of superconductivity. (3) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
14.Discussvariouskinds of polarizationsinducedin the dielectricwhen it is placed

in external electric field. (4) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
15.Derive differential form of ampere’s circuital law for (i) steadycurrentsand (ii)

varying currents. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
16.Derive Maxwell’s electromagneticwave equation for linear, isotropic and

homogeneous medium. Hence prove that these waves can travel in vacuum. (4)
{JUN 14 [GNE]}

17.DefinePoyntingvector.Give its significance.(2) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
18.Whatis theorigin of displacementcurrentdensity?(2) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
19.State and explain Ampere’s law and expressit in differential form. Further

explain how Maxwell modified this law to accept this as one of the Maxwell’s
equations. (6) {JUN 14 [PTU]}

20.Give oneexamplefor eachof a solenoidalandirrotationalvectorfield. (2) {JUN
14 [PTU]} (2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}

21.Differentiatebetweensteadycurrentandstaticcurrent.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
22.Whatdoyou meanby opticalwavefunction?(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
23.Defineskin depth.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
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24.List varioustypesof polarization.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}

25. What is meant by stationary current? Prove that for stationary current 0. =∇
→→
J . (4)

{Dec 2013 [PTU]}

26. Solve Maxwell’s equations in free space to show that (i)
→→
BE, & direction of

propagation form a set of orthogonal vectors. (ii) Energy flows withthe velocity
of light. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

27.StateFaraday’s lawsof electromagneticinduction.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
28.StateandproveGauss’s law of electrostatics.(4) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
29. (i) Write down Maxwell’s equationsin free space.(ii) Explain introduction of

displacement current by Maxwell. (iii) Show that the velocity of plane

electromagnetic waves in free space is given by
00

1

εµ
=c . (4) {Dec 2013

[PTU]}
30.Whatis dielectricpolarization?(2) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
31.Derive Maxwell’s electromagneticwave equationandhencefind the velocity of

light in vacuum. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}
32.The surfacechargedensity of a charging capacitoris increasingwith time as

223 −= Cmtσ . What will be the value of displacement current at st 52 ⋅= . Given
that the area of each plate is 22cm . (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}

33.Whatdoyou understandby electromagneticspectrum?(2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
34.DefinePoyntingvector.(2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
35.Differentiate betweenconduction current and displacementcurrent by taking

suitable example(s). (2) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}

36. Show that the equation of continuity 0
t

ρ
J. =

∂
∂+∇

→→
is contained in the Maxwell’s

equations. (4) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}
37.Give anexampleof lamellarandsolenoidalvectorfields. (2) {Jun 2013[GNE]}
38.Define divergenceof a vector field. Write its expressionin terms of Cartesian

coordinates and discuss its physical significance. (4) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}

39. Use Maxwell’s equations to deduce wave equations in terms of
→→
H&E field

vectors for free space. (4) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}
40.Whatis thesignificanceof divergenceandcurl of a vector?(2) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
41.Whatis dielectricpolarization?Explain.(2) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
42.Write Maxwell’s equationsanddiscusstheir significance.(4) {Dec 2012[GNE]}

43. In an electric field, the potential is given as Volt. 934xz)y,V(x, 222 zy ++=
Calculate electric field at the point ).3,2,1( (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}

44.Write thephysicalsignificanceof gradientof a scalarunction.(2) {Dec 2012}
45.A parallelplatecapacitoris filled with insulatingmaterialof dielectricconstantK.

What effect does this have on the capacitance? (3) {Dec 2012}
46. “Maxwell’s equationsare reformulationof existing laws.” Commentand justify

your answer. (5) {Dec 2012}
47.What is theutility of Maxwell’s equationsin referenceto electromagneticwaves?

(2) {June 2012}
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48.Whatdoyou meanby displacementcurrent?(2) {June2012}
49.Deduce Maxwell’ s equation Faraday’s laws of electromagneticinduction. (4)

{June 2012}
50. In freespace,theelectricfield variationdueto electromagneticwavesis givenby:

-1
y Vm ]βx)a-50cos[(ω t)E(x, t= . Find the average power crossing a circular area

of radius 5mm in the plane constant x = . (4) {June 2012}
51.Write Maxwell’s equationsfor freespace.(2) {Dec 2011}
52.Whatdoyou meanby electromagneticspectrum?(2) {Dec 2011}
53.What is modified Ampere’s law? Discussits significancein termsof Maxwell’ s

theory and obtain an expression for displacement current density. (5) {Dec 2011}
54.Curl of a vectorfield representswhirling/rotationalfeaturesof thefield. Justify. (3)

{Dec 2011}
55.Write Maxwell’s equationsin differential form. (2) {June 2011}
56.Write downMaxwell’s equationsandexplaintheir significance.(4) {June 2011}
57.A solenoidis 1m long and3cm in diameter.It hasfive layersof windingsof 850

turns each and carries a current of 5A. What is B at its centre? (4) {June 2011}
58.Whatis thedifferential form of Gauss’s Law?(2) {Dec 2010}
59.Write downMaxwell’ s equationsandexplaintheir physicalsignificance.(4) {Dec

2010}
60.Show that the velocity of planeelectromagneticwave in free spaceis given by

00

1

εµ
=c . (4) {Dec 2010}

61.What doespermittivity of a mediumsignify? Write its value for free space.(2)
{June 2010}

62.State and explain Ampere’s circuital law and expressit in differential form.
Further explain how Maxwell modified this law to accept this as one of the
Maxwell’s equations. (5) {June 2010}

63. The electrostatic potential in a certain region is given as zyxzyxV 643),,( −+= .
Obtain the expression for corresponding electric field strength. (3) {June 2010}

64.Explainthetermpermittivity. (2) {Dec 2009}
65.Explainthesignificanceof Maxwell’ s Equations.(4) {Dec 2009}
66.Explainthetermcurrentdensityandcalculatetheexpressionfor it. (4) {Dec 2009}
67.Explainemf (electromotiveforce)andelectricfield. (2) {June2009}
68.Derivetherelationsfor Maxwell’s equations.(8) {June2009}
69.Derive the relation betweendielectric constantand electric susceptibility. (2)

{Dec 2008}
70.Give thephysicalsignificanceof Maxwell’ s equations.(4) {Dec 2008}
71.Calculatetheexpressionfor themagneticfield insidea toroidalsolenoid.(4) {Dec

2008}
72.Whatis thecauseof producingdisplacementcurrent?(2) {Dec 2008}
73.Whatis thesignificanceof gradientof a scalar?(2) {May 2008}
74. Is displacementcurrent like conductioncurrent a sourceof magneticfield? (2)

{May 2008}
75.What is dielectric polarization?Explain it for a parallel plate capacitorhaving a

dielectric in between. (5) {May 2008}
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76.StateandexplainAmpere’s circuital law. (3) {May 2008}
77.Find theelectricfield strengthfor a uniform chargedistribution.(2) {Dec 2007}
78.Whatis polarization?(2) {Dec 2007}

79. Prove Gauss’s Law in integral form ∫∫∫∫∫ =
→→

dVdsE ρ
ε 0

1
. . What do you mean by

Gaussian surface? Derive Coulomb’s law from Gauss’s Law. (4) {Dec 2007}
80.DeduceMaxwell’s electromagneticwave equationfor free spaceand prove that

the electromagnetic waves are transverse in nature. (4) {Dec 2007}
81.State Ampere’s circuital law and discusswhy it was modified to include the

displacement current? (2) {May 2007}
82.Whatis meantby polarizationin dielectricmaterials?(2) {May 2007}
83.Stateand prove Gauss’s Law. Find electric field due to infinitely long charged

cylinder at an external point. Also show the variation of electric field intensity
with distance. (8) {May 2007}

84.Showthatisolatedmagneticpolesdo not exist.(2) {Dec 2006}
85. A thin metallic spherical shell of radiusa carries a charge 1 q . Concentric with it

is another thin metallic shell of radius )(  abb > carrying a charge 2 q . Use
Gauss’s Law to find the electric field strength at radial distancer where (i) ar <
(ii) bra << (iii) br > . (5) {Dec 2006}

86.StateAmpere’s law andhenceuseit to calculatethe magneticflux densitywithin
a long solenoid carrying current. (5) {Dec 2006}

87.Write Maxwell’s equationsandgive their significance.(3) {Dec 2006}
88.StateAmpere’s Circuital Law. (2) {May 2006}
89.Whatdo you understandby electricdisplacement,susceptibilityandpermittivity?

Obtain an expression for the potential at a point due to an electric dipole.(4)
{May 2006}

90.Using Gauss’s Law find electric field dueto uniformly chargedsolid sphereat a
point outside it, inside it. (4) {May 2006}

91.Whatis dielectricPolarization?(2) {Dec2005}
92.Write Maxwell’ s equationsand explain the significanceof each equation.(5)

{Dec2005}
93.UsingGauss’s Law, find theelectricfield dueto a uniformly chargedsolid sphere

at a point inside the sphere. (3) {Dec2005}
94.StateAmpere’s circuital law in electromagnetism.(2) {May 2005}
95.What is meant by the term dielectric polarization?Define the terms Electric

intensity












→
E , Polarization vector













→
P , and electric displacement vector













→
D 

and establish the
→

+
→

=
→

PED 0ε , where 0 ε is absolute permittivity of vacuum.

(2,3,3) {May 2005}
96.StateFaraday’s Lawsof electromagneticinduction.(2) {Dec 2004}
97.Whatis DielectricPolarization?(2) {Dec 2004}
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98.State and prove Gauss’s law of electrostaticsand expressit in differential

form
0

E. 
ε
ρ=

→→
∇ ; where symbols have their usual meanings. (5,3) {Dec 2004}

99.Why areelectricfield linesnormalto anequipotentialsurfaceat all thepoints?(2)
{May 2004}

100. Explain how a dielectric inserted between the plates of a capacitor
increases its capacitance? (2) {May 2004}

101. Write downtheMaxwell’s equations.(2) {May 2004}
102. State and explain Gauss’s law of electrostatics.Use it to find the

capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor. (6) {May 2004}
103. The electric potential in a certain region is given

by: 32 52010)( zyxxV ++= in SI units. Calculate the electric field at a point
P(2,3,1) in SI units. Is this field uniform? (2) {May 2004}

104. Explainthemeaningof gradientof ascalarfield. (2) {Dec2003}
105. Will the Gauss’s law hold if the electrostaticforce betweenthe two

charges varied inversely the cube of the distance between them? (2)
106. If a chargedparticle moving through a region of spacegoesundflected,

what can you conclude about the presence of electric and magnetic fields in the
resion? (2) {Dec2003}

107. Describethe behaviourof a dielectric in a staticelectric field. Explain the
meaning of Polarization vector and electric displacement vector. Also find the
relation between these. (5) {Dec2003}

108. The atomic weight and the density of sulfur are 32 and 3082 −⋅ gcm

respectively. The electronic polarizability of the atom is 24010283 Fm−×⋅ . If the
solid sulfur has cubical symmetry, what will be its relative permittivity? (3)
{Dec2003}

109. StateandexplainAmpere’s law. Useit to find themagneticinductiondue
to long solenoid. (5) {Dec2003}

110. Write down Maxwell’ s equationsandstatethe laws of electrodynamicsto
which these correspond. Deduce the wave equation for electromagnetic waves in
free space. (3) {Dec2003}

MAGNETIC MATERIALS

1. Namesomeapplicationsof Ferrites.(2) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
2. Write a short note on magnetostrictionand magneticanisotropy.(4) {JUN 15

[GNE]}
3. Discusstheorigin of dia-, para-andferromagnetismon atomicbasis.(5) {JUN 15

[PTU]}
4. Definemagneticsusceptibilityandgive its unit. (2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
5. What are ferrites?How theseare different from ferromagneticmaterials?Write

some applications of ferrites. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
6. What is the atomic origin of diamagnetismexhibited by certain materials?(2)

{DEC 14 [PTU]}
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7. Describe how ultrasonic waves are generated using the method of
magnetostriction. (5)

8. Whatdoyou meanby magneticanisotropy?(2) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
9. Write shortnoteon MagneticAnisotropy.(4) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
10.What are ferromagneticdomains?Explain their existencein terms of atomic

dipole moments. (4) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
11.Whatdoyou meanby Magnetostriction?(2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
12.What doespermeabilityof a mediumsignifies?Stateits valuefor free space.(2)

{JUN 14 [PTU]}
13.Write the expressionfor magneticsusceptibilityof a magneticmaterial.(2) {JUN

14 [PTU]}
14. A magnetizing field of 1200A/m produces a magnetic flux of Wb51042 −×⋅ in an

iron bar of cross sectional area 220 cm⋅ . Calculate permeability and susceptibility
of the bar. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

15.Definemagneticsusceptibility.Give its dimensions.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
16.Explainmagneticflux densityB, magneticflux intensityH andmagnetizationM.

How are these related to each other? (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
17.Discussthedomaintheoryof ferromagneticmaterials.Explain the reasonsfor the

strong ferromagnetic property found in iron, nickel and cobalt. (4) {Dec 2013
[PTU]}

18. A magnetic circuit is made of a ferromagnetic material of 13Hm1037μ −−×⋅= .

The average length of the circuit is 1m and the area of cross section is290cm .
The magnetic binding has 90 turns. Calculate the magnetizing current in order to
produce a magnetic flux density of 22Wbm0 −⋅ . (4) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}

19.Define magneticpermeabilityand magneticsusceptibilityanddevelopa relation
between them. (4) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}

20.How ultrasonicwavesare producedusing the phenomenonof magnetostriction?
(4) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}

21.Whatdoyou understandby magneticanisotropy?(2) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
22.Whatdoyou understandby MagnetostrictionEffect?(2) {Dec 2012}
23.Defineremananceandcoercivity. (2) {Dec 2012}
24.Discussdomainstructuresin ferromagneticmaterials.(4) {Dec 2012}
25.Whatdoyou understandby Magneticanisotropy?(2) {June2012}
26.The speedof storing and readingout information from a computercore is less

than a microsecond. Why is it necessary to use ferrite for this application? (2)
{June 2011}

27.Explain thefollowing terms:(i) magneticanisotropy(ii) magnetostrictionand(iii)
magnetic domains. (6) {June 2011}

28.Whatareferrites?Give someof its usefulapplications.(2) {June 2011}
29.Whatdoyou meanby FerromagneticDomain?(2) {Dec 2010}
30.What are ferrites?How are they superior to ferromagneticmaterials?(3) {Dec

2010}
31.Write ashortnoteon magnetostriction.(2)
32.Define magneticsusceptibilityand relative magneticpermeabilityand establish

the relation between them. (3) {Dec 2010}
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33.Which type of magneticmaterialshave permanentmagneticdipole associated
with them? (2) {June 2010}

34.Whatis Bohr’s magneton?(2) {June2010}
35.What are ferromagneticdomains?Explain their existencein terms of atomic

dipole moments. (3) {June 2010}
36.How do you distinguish betweenhard and soft magneticmaterials?(3) {June

2010}
37.Whatdoyou meanby magnetostriction?(2) {June2010}
38.DifferentiatebetweenHardandSoft magneticmaterials.(5) {Dec 2009}
39.Mentionsomeapplicationsof FerriteMaterials.(3) {Dec 2009}
40.Explain what are Ferrites?Mention someapplicationsof Ferrite materials.(8)

{June 2009}
41.Define the term Hysterisis.Draw the Hysterisiscurve for soft iron andsteel.(2)

{Dec 2008}
42.Explain the term magnetostrictioneffect, hardmagneticmaterials,hysterisisloss.

(4) {Dec 2008}
43.Explain the term permeabilityand susceptibilityand derive the relation between

them. (4) {Dec 2008}
44.Why ferromagnetismis loston heating?(2) {May 2008}
45.DiscussDomaintheoryof ferromagnetism.(4) {May 2008}
46.Whatareferrites?Give their applications.(4) {May 2008}
47.Definecoerciveforceandhysterisis.(2) {Dec 2007}

48. Prove that the area of B-H curve is
π4

1
 times the energy dissipated per 3 cm of

the metal during each magnetic cycle. (4) {Dec 2007}
49.Find out the expressionfor magneticdipole moment due to orbital and spin

motion of the electron. (4) {Dec 2007}
50.Whatareferritesmaterials?(2) {May 2007}
51.Classify the magnetismand write their properties.Also explain hard and soft

magnetic materials. (8) {May 2007}
52.An 80cmlong wire carriesa currentof 10A and lies perpendicularto a uniform

magnetic field. The magnetic force acting on the wire is N20 ⋅ . Calculate the
magnitude of the magnetic induction B. (2) {Dec 2006}

53.State Ampere’s circuital law and henceuse it to calculate the magnetic flux
density within a long solenoid carrying currentI . (6) {Dec 2006}

54.Write Maxwell’s equations.(2) {Dec 2006}
55.ExplainMagneticAnisotropy.(2) {May 2006}
56.What are magnetic materials? Distinguish between hard and soft magnetic

materials? Name the factors, on which the shape of B-H curve depends. (6){May
2006}

57.Write ashortnoteon ferrites.(2) {May 2006}
58.Whatareferrites?(2) {Dec2005}
59.Explain the following terms (i) Magneticdomain (ii) MagneticAnisotropy (iii)

Magnetostriction (6) {Dec2005}
60.Whatis thedifferencebetweensoft andhardmagneticmaterials?(2) {Dec2005}
61.Definemagneticinductionandmagnetization.(2) {May 2005}
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62.Give someapplicationsof ferrites.(2) {May 2005}
63.Discuss the complete classification of magnetic materials. What are the

differences between soft and hard magnetic materials? (5,3) {May 2005}
64.Definemagneticintensityandmagnetization.(2) {Dec 2004}
65.Give the classificationof magneticmaterials.What are the differencesbetween

hard and soft magnetic materials? (5,3) {Dec 2004}

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

1. ExplainMeissnereffect,type-I andtype-II superconductors.(4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
2. Whatis isotopeeffect?(2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
3. Give a brief accountof BCStheoryof superconductivity.(3) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
4. Give a brief accountof occurrenceof superconductivityusing BCS theory. (3)

{JUN 15 [PTU]}
5. What is the wavelengthof an electromagneticphoton,which canbreaka Cooper

pair in a material having critical temperature of 4K? (2) {Dec 14 [GNE]}
6. DeriveLondon’s equationsandgive their significance.(4){Dec 14 [GNE]}
7. Give a brief accountof occurrenceof superconductivityusing BCS theory. (3)

{Dec 14 [PTU]}
8. Derive London’s equationsandshowthat theseequationscanaccountfor perfect

diamagnetism property of an ideal superconductor. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
9. What is the effect of magnetic field on superconductivity?Given a type-I

superconductor with KTC 7= and slope mA
dt

dH C /105 4−×−= at CT . Estimate its

critical field at 6K. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
10.Whatdoyou meanby Meissnereffect?(2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
11.A superconductingstatebehavesaccordingto which type of magneticmaterialin

presence of applied magnetic field having magnitude less than critical value. (2)
{JUN 14 [PTU]}

12.What do you understandby superconductingstate?Under what conditionsone
can achieve it? (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

13.Why aretype I superconductorspoorcurrentcarryingconductors?(2) {Dec 2013
[PTU]}

14.Whatis Meissnereffect?(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
15.Derive London equationanddiscusshow its solution led to Meissnereffect. (4)

{Dec 2013 [PTU]}

16. The penetration depth of mercury at K53⋅ is about
�

A750 . What will be the
penetration depth at 0K, if the critical temperature for mercury is K24 ⋅ ? (4)
{Dec 2013 [PTU]}

17.Enumeratethefactorsaffectingsuperconductivity.(2) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
18. The critical magnetic field for a superconductor at absolute zero is 14109 −× Am

and at 6K is 14105 −× Am . Find the critical temperature and energy required to
break Cooper pair at absolute zero. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}

19.Derive London’s equations and hence explain Meissner’s effect and flux
penetration. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}
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20.Whatis Cooperpair?(2) {Jun 2013[GNE]}
21.DeduceLondon equationsand define London penetrationdepth. (4) {Jun 2013

[GNE]}
22.What is MeissnerEffect? Explain type-I and type-II superconductors.(4) {Dec

2012 [GNE]}
23. For a specimen of GaV3 , the critical fields are A/m 1024 & A/m1041 55 ×⋅×⋅ at

14K and 13K respectively. Calculate the transition temperature and critical fields
at 0K and K24 ⋅ . (2) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}

24.Outlinesomeexperimentalfactsaboutsuperconductivity.(4) {Dec 2012}
25.Whatartetype-II superconductors?(2) {June2012}
26.What is the physicalphenomenonbehindsuperconductivity?How successfulis

this in today’s context? (4) {June 2012}
27.Elaboratethemainfeaturesof BCStheory.(4) {June2012}
28.Whatareimportantfeaturesof BCStheory?(2) {Dec 2011}
29.Whatis thephysicalmechanismbehindMeissnerEffect?(3) {Dec 2011}
30.DiscussLondon’s theoryof superconductivity.(5) {Dec 2011}
31.Whataretheconditionsfor a materialto besuperconductor?(2) {June 2011}
32.ExplainBCStheoryof superconductivity.(4) {June 2011}
33.What are London Equations?Find the expressionfor penetrationdepth of a

superconductor. (4) {June 2011}
34.Whatis MeissnerEffect?(2) {Dec 2010}
35.Explainthedifferencebetweentype-I andtype-II superconductors.(3) {Dec 2010}
36.Give thesalientfeaturesof BCStheoryof superconductors.(3) {Dec 2010}
37.Superconductorsareperfectlydiamagnetic.Explain.(2) {Dec 2010}
38.Whatis Cooperpair?(2) {June2010}
39.Discuss the important differencesbetweentype-I and type-II superconductors

with the help of example and plots of magnetization (M) Vs magneticfield (H). (3)
{June 2010}

40.What is MeissnerEffect? Further explain the effect of magnetic field on the
superconducting state. (3) {June 2010}

41.DefineLondonPenetrationdepthandwrite its expression.(2) {June2010}
42.Draw graphsfor hardandsoft superconductors.(2) {Dec 2009}
43.ExplainBCStheoryof superconductivity.(5) {Dec 2009}
44.Calculatetheexpressionfor penetrationdepthin superconductors.(3) {Dec 2009}
45.Write down the relation between critical field and critical temperaturein

superconductors. (2) {June 2009}
46.Plot thegraphsfor type-I andtype-II superconductors.(2) {June2009}
47.Derive & explain the London equationsand calculate the expressionfor the

Penetration Depth. (8) {June 2009}
48.Whatdoyou meanby field penetrationin thesuperconductors?(2) {Dec 2008}
49.What do you meanby coherencelength?Write down the expressionfor it. (2)

{Dec 2008}
50.Define Levitation effect and explain the various factors that can destroy the

superconductivity. (4) {Dec 2008}
51.ExplaintheBCStheoryof superconductivity.(4)
52.Why superconductorsareperfectlydiamagneticin nature?(2) {May 2008}
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53. What is critical field? Write down the expression for cH and differentiate

between type-I and type-II superconductors. (4) {May 2008}
54.Derivefirst London’s equationandgive its physicalsignificance.(4) {May 2008}
55.StateMeissnereffectof superconductivity.(2) {Dec 2007}
56.What is London’s penetrationdepth?How does it vary with temperature?(4)

{Dec 2007}
57.DefineCooperPair.Calculatethewavelengthof a photon,which will berequired

to break a Cooper Pair in a superconductor (Zr) for which KTC 560 ⋅= . (4) {Dec

2007}
58.Write the formula for variation of magneticfield intensity with temperature.(2)

{May 2007}
59.What is superconductivity?What are the differencesbetweentype-I and type-II

superconductors? A type-I superconductor with KTC 7 = has

slope 125 −−= mTK
dT

dBC at CT . Estimate its critical field at 6K. (8) {May 2007}

60.WhatareCooperPairs?(2) {Dec 2006}
61.DeriveLondon’s equationsfor A.C. & D.C. fields. (5) {Dec 2006}
62.WhataretypeI andtypeII superconductors?Explain.(3) {Dec 2006}
63.For Hg (mercury),the critical temperatureat which the superconductivityensues

with zero applied magnetic fields is K154 ⋅ . The critical applied magnetic field at
which superconductivity will not take place at any temperature is T0410 ⋅ . Find
the applied magnetic field that will stop the superconductivity atK22 ⋅ . (3) {Dec
2006}

64.Whatis MeissnerEffect?(2) {May 2006}
65.Whatdoyou understandby type-I andtype-II superconductors?(6) {May 2006}
66.DiscussLondon’s theoryof superconductivity.(2) {May 2006}
67.WhatareCooperpairs?(2) {Dec2005}
68.Whatdo you understandby type-I andtype-II superconductors?Give BCStheory

of superconductivity. (8)
69.Whatis theeffectof magneticfield on superconductivity?(2) {May 2005}
70.What is MeissnerEffect? Show how London equationslead to this effect. (1,4)

{May 2005}

71. A type-I superconductor with KTC 7 = has slope 125 −−= mTK
dT

dBC at CT .

Estimate its critical field at 6K. Also calculate the jump in the specificheat at CT .

(3) {May 2005}
72.Whatis Meissnereffect?(2) {Dec 2004}
73.What is superconductivity?What are the differencesbetweentype-I and type-II

superconductors? A type-I superconductor with KTC 7 = has

slope 125 −−= mTK
dT

dBC at CT . Estimate its critical field at 6K. Also calculate the

jump in the specific heat atCT . (2,3,3) {Dec 2004}
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74.Metals, which are very good conductorsat normal temperaturesdo not show
superconducting behaviour. Why? (2) {May 2004}

75.Distinguishbetweentype-I andtype-II superconductors.Briefly discussthe BCS
theory of superconductivity. (5) {May 2004}

76.Stateand explain MeissnerEffect. How do London equationsaccountfor this
effect? (3) {May 2004}

77.WhatareCooperpairs?(2) {Dec2003}

X-RAYS

1. Why X-raysaremostsuitablefor studyof crystalstructure?(2) {JUN 15 [GNE]}

2. Distinguishbetweenorigin of characteristicand continuousX-ray spectrum.(2)
{JUN 15 [PTU]}

3. A beam of X-rays with
�

A8420⋅=λ is incident on a crystal at a grazing angle of
538 ′� when first order Bragg’s reflection occurs. Calculate the glancing angle for

third order reflection. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}

4. How X-rays areproduced?Discussthe origin of continuousandcharacteristicX-
rays. (5) {DEC 14 [PTU]}

5. What are X-rays? Differentiate betweencontinuousand characteristicX-ray
spectra. Calculate the angle of diffraction for (110) plane of a simplecubic crystal

)A8142(d
�

⋅= corresponding to 2nd order diffraction maxima for X-rays of

wavelength
�

A7100⋅ . (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
6. What is Bragg’s law andhow it is usedfor crystallographicstudies?(3) {JUN 14

[PTU]}
7. Find the maximumfrequencypresentin the radiationfrom an X-ray tubewhose

accelerating potential is V4104× . (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
8. What are the characteristicsof X-rays?Describethe X-ray energylevel diagram

for an atom. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

9. Calculate the minimum applied potential required to produce X-rays of
�

A1
wavelength. (2) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

10.What is X-ray diffraction? DeduceBragg’s law of X-ray diffraction in a crystal.
What are Bragg’s conditions for X-ray diffraction? (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

11.MonochromaticX-rays of wavelength
�

A41⋅ are incident on a crystal having
�

A51⋅ interatomic spacing. Find the various orders in which the diffractiontakes
place. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

12.Whatis thedifferencebetweenX raysandGammarays?(2) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
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13.How continuousX-ray spectrais different from characteristicspectra?Also find
the expression for cut off wavelength of continuous X-ray spectra. (4) {Dec 2013
[GNE]}

14.Discussthe importanceof excitationandabsorptionlimit in theX-ray spectra.(4)
{Jun 2013 [PTU]}

15.A beamof electronsis acceleratedby 350V andthenreflectedfrom a crystal.The
first reflection maxima occurs when the glancing angle is�30 . Determine the
spacing of the crystal. (4) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}

16.Whatis theorigin of X-rays?Explain.(2) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
17.Explain Bragg’s law in X-ray diffraction. Explain how it is used to find the

wavelength of X-rays. (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
18. If the first order beam emerged at an angle of�10 relative to the incident beam on

a crystal having interplannar spacing
�

A812 ⋅ , what is the wavelength of X-rays
used? (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}

19.The first order Bragg’s maxima of electron diffraction in crystal having inter

atomic spacing of
�

A990 ⋅ occurs at a glancing angle of �65 . Calculate the de-
Broglie wavelength of the electrons and their velocities. (4) {Dec 2012}

20.Whatdoyou meanby radiography?(2) {June2012}

21. A beam of X-rays with
�

A0.842λ = is incident on a crystal at a grazing angle of
538 ′� when first order Bragg’s reflection occurs. Calculate the glancing angle for

third order reflection. (4) {June 2012}
22.WhatareX-rays?How aretheseproduced?(4) {June2012}
23.Give importantpropertiesof X-rays.(2) {Dec 2011}
24.What are continuousand characteristicX-rays? How is the continuousX-ray

spectrum and short wavelength limit explained? (5) {Dec 2011}
25.An X-ray photon is found to have its wavelengthdoubled on being scattered

through �90 . Find the energy of incident photon. (3) {Dec 2011}
26.Whatis thesignificanceof Bragg’s Law?(2) {June 2011}
27.How doesX-raysdiffer from Gammarays?(2) {June 2011}
28. What thickness of lead will attenuate a beam of MeV40 ⋅ X-rays by a factor of 2?

Given 132 −⋅= cmµ . (3)
29.Why X-rays are preferred for crystal structure determination? Derive an

expression for Bragg’s law. How Bragg’s law is used in crystallography? (5)
{June 2011}

30.An X-ray tube is operatedat 25kV. Find the minimum wavelengthof X-rays
emitted from it. (2) {Dec 2010}

31.What is Moseley’ Law? How can it be explainedon the basisof Bohr’s theory?
What is its importance? (6) {Dec 2010}

32.How will it affect the cut off wavelengthof X-rays if the separationbetweenthe
cathode and target is doubled? (2) {Dec 2010}

33.Whatis Moseley’s Law?Give its significance.(2) {June2010}
34.Discusstheorigin of continuousandcharacteristicX-rays.(3) {June2010}
35. The first maxima for Bragg’s diffraction from KCl crystal ( nmd 314.0= ) appears

to be at �14 . Calculate the energy of incident X-rays. (3) {June 2010}
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36.Differentiatebetweenhardandsoft X-rays.(4) {Dec 2009}
37.DifferentiatebetweencontinuousandcharacteristicX-rays.(4) {June2009}
38.Showthat the productionof X-rays is basedon inversephotoelectric effect and

differentiate between characteristic and continuous X-rays. (4) {Dec 2008}
39. Calculate the wavelength ofαK line for an atom having atomic number 90 =Z ,

given that Rydberg constant is 171011 −×⋅= mR . (4) {Dec 2008}
40.Derive Bragg’s equationfor diffraction of X-rays anddiscussits applicationin X

ray crystallography. (5) {May 2008}
41. Calculate the ratio of

α
λK &

α
λL for a target having atomic number 90 =Z .

Given Rydberg’s constant 17100971 −×⋅= mR . (3) {May 2008}
42.StateBragg’s Law. (2) {Dec 2007}
43.Explain why continuousspectrumhasa sharppoint at shortwavelengthside?(4)

{Dec 2007}
44.StateMoseley’s law. (2) {May 2007}
45.StateandderiveBragg’s Law. Write its applicationsin crystallography.(4) {May

2007}
46.The mass absorption coefficient for aluminium for X-rays having

wavelength
o

A320 ⋅ is 1260 −⋅ gcm . The density of aluminium is 372 −⋅ gcm . Find
the thickness of the absorber needed to cut down the intensity of the beam

to
th










20

1
 of the initial value. (4) {May 2007}

47.Whatis theorigin if X-rays?Explain.(2) {Dec 2006}
48.Differentiatebetweencontinuousandcharacteristicspectra.(3) {Dec 2006}
49.StateandexplainMoseley’s Law?(2) {May 2006}
50.Differentiate betweencontinuousand characteristicX-ray spectra.How Bragg’s

Law is used in crystallography? (6) {May 2006}
51.Whatis theorigin of X-rays?(2) {May 2006}& {Dec2005}
52.Explain and deduce Bragg’s law in X-ray diffraction. Describe Bragg’s

spectrometer and explain how it is used to determine the wavelength of X-rays. (6)
{Dec2005}

53.An X-ray tubeworks at 18kV. Find the maximumspeedof the electronsstriking
the anti-cathode. (2) {Dec2005}

54.Whatis Moseley’s law?(2) {May 2005}
55.Explain the productioncharacteristicX-ray spectra.An X-ray tube operatedat

40kV emits a continuous X-ray spectrum with a short wavelength

limit
�

A3100 min ⋅=λ . Calculate the value of Planck’s constant. (5,3) {May
2005}& {Dec 2004}

56.Whatis Bragg’s Law?(2) {Dec 2004}
57.StateandexplainMoseley’s law. (2) {May 2004}

58. The wavelength of αL X-ray line of platinum (atomic number 78) is
�

A3211 ⋅ . An

unknown substance emitsαL X-ray of wavelength
�

A1744 ⋅ . Calculate the atomic
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number of the unknown substance. Given that the screening constant forαL lines

is 47 ⋅ . (3) {May 2004}
59.Derive Duane hunt law for short wavelengthlimit of X-rays producedby a

Coolidge tube. (2) {Dec2003}

CRYSTAL PHYSICS

1. A beamof X-rays is incidenton a systemof parallelplanes,havingMiller indices

(0 3 4). If the wavelength of X-rays is
�

A40 ⋅ and lattice constant is
�

A4 (cubic
system), then find the angle of diffraction for 2nd order maximum. (4) {JUN 15
[GNE]}

2. How Bravais lattice is different from simple lattice? Hencewrite the valuesof
lattice parameters ( γβα ,,,,, cba ) for any two crystal systems. (4) {JUN 15
[GNE]}

3. Discusstheshapeof diamondunit cell andderiveits atomicpackingfraction. (5)
{JUN 15 [PTU]}

4. A diffraction pattern of a cubic crystal structure of lattice parameter
�

A163⋅ is

obtained with monochromatic X-ray beam of wavelength
�

A541⋅ . The first line
on this pattern was observed at �320⋅ . Determine the interplanar spacing and
Miller indices of the reflecting plane. (3) {JUN 15 [PTU]}

5. Whatdoyou understandby crystallography?(2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
6. Deriveexpressionfor separationbetweenlatticeplanesfor a cubiccrystalsystem.

(4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
7. Whataretheessentialconditionsfor a unit cell to becalledasa primitive unit cell?

(2) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
8. For an orthorhombic crystal, the lattice constants are in the ratio cba :: =

3760:1:4280 ⋅⋅ . Find Miller indices of the faces with intercepts
1880:1:2140 ⋅⋅ . (3) {DEC 14 [PTU]}

9. Find the Miller indicesof a set of parallel planes,which makesinterceptsin the
ratio 3a:4b with first two crystallographic axes and parallel to the third axis. (4)
{JUN 14 [GNE]}

10.What is thedifferencebetweenprimitive andnon-primitiveunit cell?(2) {JUN 14
[GNE]}

11.Calculatepackingfractionfor bodycenteredcubicunit cell. (3) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
12.Whatdoyou meanby a primitive unit cell?(2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
13.Differentiate betweenprimitive and non primitive unit cells. (2) {Dec 2013

[GNE]}
14. A lattice plane intersects three crystallographic axes at )0,0,0,2( a− , )0,5,0( b and

)6,0,0( c . Find Miller indices of the plane. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}
15.Whatdoyou understandby crystallography?(2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
16.Whatdoyou meanby a primitive unit cell?(2) {Jun 2013[GNE]}
17.Find the Miller indicesfor a setof planesparallel to Z axis in a cubic lattice with

X and Y intercepts in the ratio 3a:4b. (3) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}
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18.Define atomic packing fraction and calculateits value for face centeredcubic
(FCC) unit cell. (5) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}

19.Whatdoyou meanby spacelattice?(2) {Dec 2012}
20.Whatis BravaisLattice?Discusswith suitableexamples.(4) {Dec 2012}

LASERS

1. Namesomeproperties,which makelaser light different from ordinary light. (2)
{JUN 15 [GNE]}

2. The outputpowerof a given laseris 1mW andthe emittedwavelengthis 630nm.
Calculate the number of photons emitted per second. If the area of laser beam is

2610 m− , then find intensity of laser beam. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
3. What is four level Laser?Henceexplain theory and working of any four level

laser. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
4. Discussvarious pumping methodsusedin the Lasersfor obtaining population

inversion. (2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
5. Discusstheconstructionandworking of RubyLaser.(4) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
6. Give thedistinguishingfeaturesof holographyfrom conventionalphotography.(4)

{JUN 15 [PTU]}
7. Namefour methodsfor pumpinga laser.(2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
8. In a Laser, the total numberof lasing particles (ions, electrons,holes etc.) are

191082 ×⋅ . If the Laser emits radiation of wavelength
�

A7000 , then calculate the
energy of one emitted photon and total energy available per pulse. Assume the
efficiency of Laser to be 100%. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}

9. Discusstheprinciple of operationof He-NeLaser.Draw theenergylevel diagram
and indicate the wavelengths of three lasing transitions. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}

10.Differentiatebetweenspontaneousandstimulatedemissions.(2) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
11.Discusstheconstructionandworking of RubyLaser.(4) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
12.Give qualitativeideaof formationandreconstructionof a hologram.(4) {DEC 14

[PTU]}
13.Discussin detail the construction,theory andworking of He-Ne laser.(4) {JUN

14 [GNE]}
14.What is holography?Differentiate betweenholography and photography.(4)

{JUN 14 [GNE]}
15.Although the efficiency of a four level laseris lessthanthatof a threelevel laser,

still the four level laser is better than the three level laser. Comment. (2) {JUN 14
[GNE]}

16.Calculateratio of transition swratesof spontaneousemissionto the stimulated
emission for light of wavelength m410 and cavity temperature 100K and hence
determine which type of emission will dominate? (3) {JUN 14 [PTU]}

17.Specify three types of possibleenergy transitionsbetweentwo atomic energy
levels and derive conditions for Einstein’s coefficients. (5) {JUN 14[PTU]}

18.Why a threelevel lasernormallyprovidespulsedoutput?(2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
19.Explaintheconceptof opticalpumping.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
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20.Differentiatebetweenthreeand four level lasersby taking suitableexamples(s).
(4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

21.Explaintheconceptandutility of holograms.(4) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
22.Explaintherole of Helium in Helium Neonlaser.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
23.Whatdo you meanby the termsstimulatedabsorption,spontaneousemissionand

stimulated emission? (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
24.Draw the energy level diagram of Helium Neon laser. Explain the operation

principle of He-Ne laser. How this laser is superior to ruby laser? (4){Dec 2013
[PTU]}

25.How holographyis different from photography?(2) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
26.Whatis coherence?Nameits types.(2) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
27.Derive the relationship betweenvarious Einstein’s coefficients. What are the

necessary conditions for the laser action to take place? (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}
28.Using well labeledenergylevel diagram,explain the working of Helium Neon

laser. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}
29.Explaintheconceptof populationinversion.(2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
30.What are Einstein’s coefficients?Discusstheir significancein context of Laser

operations. (5) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}
31.He-NeLaseris superiorto RubyLaser.Comment.(3) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
32.Specifymajorcomponentsof a Laser.(2) {Jun 2013[GNE]}
33.Briefly discussthe constructionand working of a helium neon laser with the

energy level diagram. (4) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}
34.Discussthe basicprinciple of recordinga hologramandwrite its applications.(4)

{Jun 2013 [GNE]}
35.Canwe obtainlight amplificationin theabsenceof stimulatedemission?Explain.

(2) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
36. Determine the SI units of Einstein’s coefficients 211221 & , BBA . (2) {Dec 2012

[GNE]}
37.Discussthe principle andworking of He-Nelaserwith the help of a diagram.(4)

{Dec 2012 [GNE]}
38.What is thedifferencebetweenspontaneousandstimulatedemission?Explain.(4)

{Dec 2012 [GNE]}
39.Are all hologramssame?(2) {Dec 2012}
40.Differentiate between three level and four level lasers by giving suitable

example(s). (5) {Dec 2012}
41.Whatis thedifferencebetweenordinaryimageandahologram?(3) {Dec 2012}
42.Whatarethemaincomponentsof a lasersystem?(2) {June2012}
43.Draw theenergylevel diagramanddiscusstheworking of He-Nelaser.(5) {June

2012}
44.Whatis theconceptof Holography?(3) {June2012}
45.How doesa hologramdiffer from a photograph?(2) {Dec 2011}
46.Find thecoherencelengthof white light. Thewavelengthof white light lies in the

range 400nm to 700nm. (3) {Dec 2011}
47.Differentiate betweenspontaneousand stimulatedemissionby taking suitable

examples. Which of them is applicable to laser action and why? (5) {Dec 2011}
48.Definespontaneousandstimulatedemission.(2) {June 2011}
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49.Differentiatebetweenthreelevel andfour level lasers.Give the constructionand
working of He-Ne laser. (5) {June 2011}

50.Whatis Holography?(3) {June 2011}
51.Whatis thefundamentalprincipleof hologram?(2) {Dec 2010}
52.Discusswith suitablediagrams,theprinciple,construction,working andtheoryof

Helium Neon Laser. Explain the role of Helium atoms in this Laser. How it is
superior to Ruby Laser. (6) {Dec 2010}

53.Whatarethedifferencesbetweenthe termsspontaneousandstimulatedemission?
(2) {Dec 2010}

54.Which Lasergivesoutputradiationhavingfrequencyin the visible andaswell as
IR region? (2) {June 2010}

55.Why a threelevel; lasernormallyprovidespulsedoutput?(2)
56.Specify threepossibletypesof transitionsbetweentwo atomicenergylevelsand

derive relations between Einstein’s coefficients. (5) {June 2010}
57.Calculatetheratio of ratesof spontaneousemissionto thestimulatedemissionfor

the light of wavelength m610− and cavity temperature KT 100= and hence
determine which type of emission will dominate? (3) {June 2010}

58.DefineLASER. (2) {Dec 2009}
59.What is the wavelengthof Helium Neon Laser and SemiconductorLaser?(2)

{Dec 2009}
60.Discusstheimportanceof dopingin semiconductors.(2) {Dec 2009}
61.Explain the construction,working and energylevel diagramof Ruby Laser.(5)

{Dec 2009}
62.ExplainthetermSpatialandTemporalcoherence.(3) {Dec 2009}
63.Definepopulationinversionin Lasers.(2) {June2009}
64.Definetheprocessof dopingin thesemiconductors.(2) {June2009}
65. What is the wavelength of light in 2 CO Laser & Ruby Laser? (2) {June 2009}
66.Explain the working, constructionandenergylevel diagramfor He-NeLaser.(6)

{June 2009}
67.Explainthetermspikingin theRubyLaser.(2) {June2009}
68.What do you meanby coherencelength?Write down the expressionfor it. (2)

{Dec 2008}
69.DefineHolography.(2) {Dec 2008}
70.Whatdoyou meanby spatialandtemporalcoherence?(2) {Dec 2008}
71.Explaintheconstruction,working andprincipleof RubyLaser.(4) {Dec 2008}
72.Define the Einstein’s coefficients for Lasersand explain their significance.(4)

{Dec 2008}
73.Whatis populationinversion?How it is achieved?(2) {May 2008}
74.Explainspikingin a ruby laser.(2) {May 2008}
75.Why focusingof LaserLight is betterthanordinarylight? (2) {May 2008}
76.Explainconstructionandworking of aHelium NeonLaser.(5) {May 2008}
77.Why we preferfour level laserover threelevel laserevenif its efficiency is low?

(3) {May 2008}
78.Write physicalsignificanceof Einstein’s coefficients.(2) {Dec 2007}
79.DefineHolography.(2) {Dec 2007}
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80.Explain the action of He-Ne Laser.How it is superiorto Ruby Laser?(4) {Dec
2007}

81. In a Ruby Laser, the total number of 3 +Cr ions is 191082 ×⋅ . If the Laser emits

radiation of wavelength
o

A7000 , then calculate the energy of one emitted photon
and total energy available per pulse. (4) {Dec 2007}

82.Whatdoyou meanby spontaneousandstimulatedemission?(2) {May 2007}
83.Establishthe relation betweenEinstein’s coefficients.Explain the energy level

diagram for Ruby and Helium Neon Lasers. (8) {May 2007}
84.What is the differencebetweenstimulatedand spontaneousemission?(2) {Jan

2007}
85.Discussthe principle of operationof Helium NeonLaser.Draw the energylevel

diagram and indicate the wavelength of the radiation. (5) {Dec 2006}
86.Canwe obtainlight amplificationin theabsenceof stimulatedemission?Explain.

(3) {Dec 2006}
87.Namefour methodsof pumpinga Laser.(2) {May 2006}
88.What is the differencebetweenspontaneousand stimulatedemission?(2) {May

2006}
89.Whatarethreelevel andfour level lasers?Describetheconstructionandworking

of Ruby Laser. (6) {May 2006}
90. Determine the SI units of energy density )( ωu , Einstein’s coefficients A & B. (2)

{May 2006}
91.Canwe obtainamplification in the absenceof stimulatedemission?Explain. (2)

{Dec2005}
92.WhatareEinstein’s coefficients?How aretheseco-related?(2) {Dec2005}
93.Discussthe principle of operationof He-Nelaser.Draw the energylevel diagram

and indicate the wavelength of the radiation. (6) {Dec2005}
94.Whatis holography?(2) {May 2005}
95.Explain the termsspontaneousandstimulatedemission.Explain the construction

and working of Ruby Laser with necessary diagrams. (2,6) {May 2005}
96.Whatis spontaneousandstimulatedemission?(2) {Dec 2004}
97.What do you understandby Holography?Derive the relation betweenEinstein’s

coefficients. (2,6) {Dec 2004}
98.Whatis thedifferencebetweenordinaryimageandahologram?(2) {May 2004}
99.Explain with suitable diagrams, the difference between spontaneousand

stimulated emission. How will you achieve higher probability of stimulated
emission? (3) {May 2004}

100. Describetheconstructionandworking of aHe-NeLaser.(5) {May 2004}
101. What is populationinversion?How is it achieved?(2) {Dec2003}

FIBRE OPTICS

1. Whatdo you meanby splicerandconnector?Give oneexampleof each.(2) {JUN
15 [GNE]}

2. Why single modefiber is preferredfor long distancecommunication?(2) {JUN
15 [GNE]}
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3. Define and derive expression for numerical aperture. Hence explain why
numerical aperture is small for a graded index fiber in comparison to an identical
step index fiber. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}

4. Write namesof variouslossestaking placein the optical fiber. If the length of
optical fiber is 2km and output power is 1/100 of input power, then find fiber loss
and attenuation coefficient. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}

5. What are various signal attenuationand lossesin optical fiber? (2) {JUN 15
[PTU]}

6. What is an optical fiber? Give the basicprinciple3of light guidancethroughthe
optical fiber. Derive an expression for numerical aperture of an optical fiber. (6)
{JUN 15 [PTU]}

7. Whataresplicersandcouplers?(2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
8. Why do we prefersmall numericalaperturefor long distancecommunication?(2)

{DEC 14 [GNE]}
9. Differentiatesinglemodeandmultimodefiber. (2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
10. A step index fiber with core diameter of mµ30 and 53011 ⋅=n and 51512 ⋅=n

show absorption of 0.0002% of incident power at each reflection on the core-clad
boundary. Find the attenuation in dB/km for a ray suffering610 reflections in a
fiber length of 1km. Assume that there are no other losses. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}

11.What do you meanby pulsedispersion?Discussits varioustypesand its role in
the functioning of optical fiber. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}

12.What is thebasicprinciple of guiding light throughanoptical fiber? (2) {DEC 14
[PTU]}

13.What are different kinds of optical fibers?Discussvariouskinds of dispersions
produced when light propagates through optical fiber. (5) {DEC 14 [PTU]}

14.Give threeapplicationsof optical fibers.(3) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
15.Define acceptanceangleand numericalapertureand hencederive mathematical

relation between the two. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
16. The core of a glass fiber has refractive index51⋅ , while its cladding is doped to

give a fractional change in refractive index equal to0050 ⋅ . Find (i) refractive
index of clad (ii) critical internal reflecting angle (iii) acceptance angle and (iv)
numerical aperture. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}

17.Why datacarryingcapacityof optical fiber is morethanthat of radio waves?(2)
{JUN 14 [GNE]}

18.A stepindex fiber with refractiveindex of core1.458andnumericalaperture0.3
is to be used at 850nm. Find the core radius if the normalized frequency is 75. (3)
{JUN 14 [PTU]}

19.Describeconstructionof optical fiber with the help of diagram.Furtherdescribe
different factors responsible for loss of signal propagating through optical fiber. (5)
{JUN 14 [PTU]}

20. What do you understand by ?850@/510 nmkmdB⋅ (2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
21. A glass fiber has a core material of refractive index461⋅ and cladding material

has a refractive index of 421⋅ . If it is surrounded by air, compute the critical
angle (i) at core cladding boundary (ii) at cladding air boundary. (4) {Dec2013
[PTU]}

22.Discussmeritsanddemeritsof singlemodeoptical fibers.(4) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
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23.Whatdoyou meanby indexprofile of optical fiber?(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
24.What is meantby modes?Comparea singlemodeandmultimodefiber. (4) {Dec

2013 [PTU]}
25. An optical fiber has a numerical aperture of200 ⋅ and cladding refractive index

of 591⋅ . Determine the acceptance angle for the fiber in water, which has a
refractive index of 331⋅ . (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

26.Find the numerical aperture of an optical fiber, whose core and clad have
refractive index respectively 451&461 ⋅⋅ . (2) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}

27.Define acceptanceangleand derive mathematicalrelation for it. (4) {Dec 2013
[GNE]}

28.Find thecoreradiusnecessaryfor SMF for propagationwavelengthof 850nmand
core and clad refractive index respectively as 491&501 ⋅⋅ . (4) 451&461 ⋅⋅

29.Whatdoyou meanby fiber optic cablesplicing?(2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
30. A step index fiber with core diameter of μm30 and 53011 ⋅=n and

51512 ⋅=n show absorption of %000020 ⋅ of the incident power at each
reflection at the core boundary. Find the attenuation in dB/km for such a fiber for
a ray entering just below the acceptance angle. Assume that there are no other
losses. (4) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}

31.Elaboratetheconceptof materialdispersion.(4) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
32.Specify an applicationwhereLaserand optical fiber are usedtogether.(2) {Jun

2013 [GNE]}
33.Whatdo you meanby acceptanceconefor anoptical fiber?(2) {Jun 2013[GNE]}
34. A step index fiber with refractive index of 4581⋅ and numerical aperture of 30 ⋅ is

to be used at 820nm. Find the core radius if the normalized frequency is 75. (3)
{Jun 2013 [GNE]}

35.What do you mean by intramodal and intermodal dispersionin optical fiber?
What are its effects in signal transmission through optical fiber? (5){Jun 2013
[GNE]}

36.Whataresplicersandcouplers?(2) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
37.What is the principle of optical fibre? Discussvarious applicationsof optical

fibres. (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
38.Calculate the numerical aperture and acceptanceof an optical fibre with

451 n& 501n 21 ⋅=⋅= . (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
39.Give themainadvantagesof fibre communication.(2) {Dec 2012}
40. The core of a glass fibre has a refractive index of61⋅ while its clad is doped to

give a fractional change in refractive index of0080 ⋅ find the refractive index of
the cladding and the critical internal refracting angle. (4) {Dec 2012}

41.Elaborateimportantcharacteristicsof stepindexfibres.(4) {Dec 2012}
42.Find the core radius necessaryfor the single mode operationat 800nm in step

index fibre with 471 n& 481n 21 ⋅=⋅= . Also find the numerical aperture and
maximum acceptance angle. (5) {June 2012}

43.Whatdoyou understandby MaterialDispersion?(3) {June2012}
44.Give importantapplicationsof optical fibres.(2) {Dec 2011}
45. A 20km long fibre cable has a loss of 12dBkm− and a connector loss of

10.06dBkm− . Find the total loss. (3) {Dec 2011}
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46.Derive an expressionfor pulse broadeningdue to intermodal dispersion in
multimode step index fibre. (5) {Dec 2011}

47.Explainthetermmoderelatedto opticalfibre. (2) {June 2011}
48. A fibre is made with core of refractive index51⋅ and the cladding is dopped to

give a refractive index difference of 00050 ⋅ . Find (i) the cladding refractive
index (ii) the critical angle (iii) acceptance angle and (iv) numerical aperture.(4)
{June 2011}

49.Describethe role of fibre connectors,splicers and couplersin communication
through fibres. (4) {June 2011}

50.Whatdoyou understandby singlemodeandMultimodefibre?(2) {Dec 2010}
51.Explain the differencebetweena stepindex and a gradedindex fibre. (3) {Dec

2010}
52.What is meanby acceptanceanglefor an optical fibre? Showhow it is relatedto

numerical aperture. (5) {Dec 2010}
53. What do you understand by “ nmkmdB 850@/510⋅ ? (2) {June 2010}
54.Describethe constructionof an optical fibre with the help of suitablediagram.

Further describe different factors responsible for loss of signal propagating
through a fibre. (4) {June 2010}

55.Calculatethe numericalaperture,acceptanceangle and critical angle of a fibre
having core refractive index 51⋅ and cladding refractive index 451⋅ . (4) {June
2010}

56.Whatis thesignificanceof V-numberin OFC’s?(2) {Dec 2009}
57.DifferentiatebetweenStepindexandGradedindexopticalfibre. (4) {Dec 2009}
58.Calculatethe numericalaperture,acceptanceangle and critical angle of a fibre

having core refractive index 51⋅ and cladding refractive index 451⋅ . (4) {Dec
2009}

59.DefineNA (NumericalAperture)andAcceptanceAngle. (2) {June2009}
60.Calculatetheexpressionfor NA for OFCs(OpticalFibreCables).(4) {June2009}
61. A step index fibre has a normalized frequency 626⋅= at 1300nm wavelength. If

the core is mµ50 thick, calculate the acceptance angle of the fibre. (4) {June 2009}
62.Definebendinglossesin OFCs.(2) {Dec 2008}
63.What are the advantagesof the optical fibres in communicationsystems?(2)

{May 2008}
64.What are various kinds of optical fibres? Explain different mechanismsof

dispersion in fibres. (5) {May 2008}
65. Light gathering capacity of an optical fibre is 4790 ⋅ . If relative core cladding

index difference is 0050 ⋅ , calculate the refractive index of cladding if the outside
medium is air. (4) {Dec 2008}

66.Whatis splicing?Define its types.Explainopticalcouplers.(4) {Dec 2008}
67. An optical fibre has NA of 150 ⋅ and cladding refractive index is equal to51 ⋅ .

Find the numerical aperture of the fibre in a liquid of refractive index 31 ⋅ . Also
find the refractive index of the core. (3) {May 2008}

68.Defineacceptanceangleandnumericalaperturein opticalfibre. (2) {Dec 2007}
69.Differentiatebetweenstepindexandgradedindexfibre. (4) {Dec 2007}
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70.Whatwill be thecritical angleandacceptanceanglefor a ray in a stepindex fibre
for which 531 1 ⋅=n and which has cladding whose refractive index is %52 ⋅ less
than that of core. (4) {Dec 2007}

71.Distinguishbetweenstepindexandgradedindexfibre. (2) {May 2007}
72.What is optical fibre cable?Explain thebasictheoryof propagationof light in the

optical fibre. (4) {May 2007}
73. An optical fibre has numerical aperture of 200 ⋅ and cladding of refractive

index 591 ⋅ . Determine the acceptance angle for the fibre in water which has
refractive index 331 ⋅ . (4) {May 2007}

74.Whatarethefactors,which affect thepropagationof light throughanoptical fibre?
(2) {Dec 2006}

75.What do you meanby Pulsedispersionin stepindex fibre? How is gradedindex
fibre useful in reducing the pulse dispersion? (5) {Dec 2006}

76.Calculatethe numericalapertureandacceptanceangleof an optical fibre. Given
that the refractive index of the core and cladding are 40.1&451 ⋅ respectively. (3)
{Dec 2006}

77.Why the information carryingcapacityof optical fibre is very muchgreaterthan
the conventional radiowaves and microwaves? (2) {May 2006}

78.What is numericalaperture?Explain materialdispersionandpulsedispersionand
pulse dispersion in optical fiber. (6) {May 2006}

79.Whataresplicersandcouplers?(2) {May 2006}
80.Defineacceptanceangleandnumericalaperture.(2) {Dec2005}
81.What is the difference betweensingle mode and multimode transmissionin

optical fibres? (4) {Dec2005}
82.Calculatethe maximumvalueof angleof incidencethat a ray canmakewith the

axis of the fibre such that it is guided through the fibre for the following fibre
parameters: (i) 51n ,61 21 ⋅=⋅=n (ii) 51n ,12 21 ⋅=⋅=n . (4) {Dec2005}

83.Whatis total internalreflection?(2) {May 2005}
84.What is numerical aperture?Calculate the numerical apertureand hence the

acceptance angle for optical fibre, given that the refractive indices of the core and
cladding are 401&451 ⋅⋅ respectively. (2,6) {May 2005}

85.Whatis numericalaperture?(2) {Dec 2004}
86.What is total internal reflection?Calculatethe numericalapertureand hencethe

acceptance angle for an optical fibre. Given that refractive indices of the coreand
the cladding are 401&451 ⋅⋅ respectively. (3,5) {Dec 2004}

87.Distinguishbetweenstepindexandgradedindexoptical fibre. (2) {May 2004}
88.Discussthepropagationof light througha stepindexmultimodefibre. Explainthe

meaning of acceptance angle and numerical aperture. Also derive expressions for
these. (6) {May 2004}

89. The core of a glass fibre has refractive index51 ⋅ , while its cladding is doped to
give a fractional change in refractive index of0050 ⋅ . Find (i) refractive index of
cladding (ii) critical internal reflecting angle (iii) acceptance angle (iv) numerical
aperture (2)

90.What do you understandby the term acceptancecone for an optical fibre? (2)
{Dec2003}
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SPECIAL THEROY OF RELATIVITY

1. Whataretheconditionsfor existenceof masslessparticle?(2) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
2. Derive expressionfor Lorentz transformationequations.Under what conditions,

these equations become identical with Galilean transformation. (4) {JUN15
[GNE]}

3. A rocket is going away from earth with speed c80⋅ . It fires a missile, which is
moving with speed c60⋅ w.r.t. earth. Find the velocity of missile for the
following cases (i) missile is going away from earth (ii) missile is going toward
earth. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}

4. Whatarespacelike andtime like intervalsin relativity? (2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
5. DiscussMichelson-Moreleyexperimentand and give its conclusions.(6) {JUN

15 [PTU]}
6. What is the lengthof a meterstick moving parallel to its lengthwhenits massis

1.5 times its rest mass? (2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
7. Statepostulatesof specialtheoryof relativity. (2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
8. Deriveexpressionfor variationof massof bodywith speed.(4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
9. A rocket is going away from earth with speed0.6c. It fires missile, which is

moving with speed 0.8c w.r.t. earth and making an angle of�60 with the direction
of motion of rocket. Find the velocity of missile w.r.t. Rocket. (4){DEC 14
[GNE]}

10.Whataretheconclusionsof Michelson-Moreleyexperiment?(2) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
11.Justify why a photon cannotbe brought to rest in any frame of reference?(2)

{DEC 14 [PTU]}
12.Deriveexpressionfor lengthcontraction.(5) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
13. The mean lifetime of a muon at rest is sµ22 ⋅ . Calculate the average distance that

it will travel in vacuum before decay, if it starts moving with velocity 0.9c. (3)
{DEC 14 [PTU]}

14.What arepostulatesof Einstein’s specialtheoryof relativity? Using these,derive
Lorentz transformation equations. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}

15. A rocket is moving away from earth with a velocity c70 ⋅ . It fires a missile with
velocity c60 ⋅ w.r.t. earth in its own direction. What is the velocity of the missile
w.r.t. rocket? (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}

16.Write the significance of negative result obtained in Michelson Moreley
experiment. (2) {JUN 14 [GNE]}

17.Showthat thespeedof light in vacuumis invariantin Lorentztransformation.(2)
{JUN 14 [GNE]}

18.What do you meanby relativity of simultaneity?Explain it with the help of an
example. (4) {JUN 14 [PTU]}

19.A spaceshipmoving awayfrom earthwith speed0.9c fires a missile in the same
direction as its motion with speed 0.7c relative to the spaceship. What is the speed
of missile relative to earth? (3) {JUN 14 [PTU]}

20.DeriveLorentztransformationsequations.(5) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
21.What is the differencebetweeninertial andnon inertial framesof reference?(2)

{JUN 14 [PTU]}
22.Give anaccountof Galileantransformation.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
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23.The massof a moving electronis 10 times its rest mass.Find its kinetic energy
and momentum. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

24.Showthatno signalcantravelfasterthanlight. (4) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
25. If the total energyof a particleis twice its restenergy,thenwhat is thevelocity of

the particle? (2) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
26.A scientistobservesthata certainatom‘A’ movingrelativeto him with a velocity

of 18102 −× ms emits a particle ‘B’, which moves with a velocity of 181082 −×⋅ ms
with respect to the atom ‘A’. Calculate the velocity of ‘B’ with respect to the
scientist.

27.Calculatethepercentagecontractionin the lengthof a rod movingwith a velocity
of c80 ⋅ in a direction inclined at �60 to its own length. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}

28.Write thepostulatesof specialtheoryof relativity. (2) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
29.Two observersaremoving relativistically wrt eachotherwith uniform velocity v

along X axis. How are space and time coordinates of both the observers relatedto
each other? (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}

30. Two electrons are approaching each other with a aped ofc80 ⋅ . Find their relative
speed. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}

31.DoesEtherexist?Comment.(2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
32.Definetime dilation (2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
33.A flashing bulb is locatedat 40km from an observer.The bulb is fired and the

observer sees the flash at 00pm:5 . What is the actual time when the bulb is fired?
(4) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}

34.Develop a relation betweenrelativistic momentumand energy. (4) {Jun 2013
[PTU]}

35.Definepropertime intervalandproperlengthinterval.(2) {Jun 2013[GNE]}
36.Using postulatesof specialtheoryof relativity deducethe formula governingthe

variation of mass of an object with its velocity. (4) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}
37. A spaceship moving away from the earth with a speed of9c0⋅ fires a missile in

the same direction as its motion with a speed of7c0 ⋅ relative to the spaceship.
What is the velocity of missile relative to earth? (4) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}

38.Rocket A travels to the right and rocket B travels to the left with velocities
6c0& 8c0 ⋅⋅ respectively, relative to earth. What is the velocity of rocket A with

respect to rocket B? (2) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
39.Describethe Michelson-Moreleyexperimentand show how the negativeresults

obtained in the experiment were interpreted. (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
40.Deriveanexpressionfor Einstein’s massenergyrelation.(4) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
41.Whatis freespace?Doesit exist?(2)
42.Defineproperlengthandpropertime.92) {Dec 2012}
43. A block of metal of specific heat capacity -1-1KJkg450 is heated from

C90  toC0 �� . Find the percentage increase in its mass. (4) {Dec 2012}
44. “No signalcantravelwith a velocity fasterthanlight.” Commentandjustify your

answer. (4) {Dec 2012}
45.Whatdoyou meanby time dilation?(2) {June2012}
46.Doesetherexist?Comment.(2) {June2012}
47.Elaboratetheconceptandutility of Lorentztransformation.(5) {June2012}
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48.Whatdoyou meanby simultaneityin relativity?(3) {June2012}
49.Give Einstein’s postulatesof specialtheoryof relativity. (2) {Dec 2011}
50.Doesetherexist?Comment.(2) {Dec 2011}

51. A particle of rest mass 0m moves with speed
2

c
. Calculate its mass, momentum,

total energy and kinetic energy. (3) {Dec 2011}
52.Explain theEinstein’s conceptof time dilation. Deducethenecessaryrelation.(5)

{Dec 2011}
53.Does photon have mass?If no, then how photonshave momentum?(2) {June

2011}
54.Calculatethemassandvelocity of anelectronhavinga total energyof 2MeV. (3)

{June 2011}
55.Statethe fundamentalpostulatesof specialtheoryof relativity andhencededuce

the Lorentz transformation. (5) {June 2011}
56.A stationarybody explodesinto two fragments,eachof restmass1kg, that move

apart at speeds of c60 ⋅ relative to the original body. Find the mass of original
body. (2) {Dec 2010}

57.What is theobjectiveof conductingMichelson-Moreleyexperiment?Describethe
experiment. How is the negative result of the interpreted? (5) {Dec 2010}

58. Show that the rest mass of a particle is given by
2

222

0 2Tc

Tcp
m

−= ; where p and T

denote the momentum and kinetic energy of the particle respectively. (3) {Dec
2010}

59.Two photonsapproacheachother.Whatis their relativevelocity?(2) {Dec 2010}
60.How do you define proper length and proper time as per special theory of

relativity? (2) {June 2010}
61.Stateandexplainthe postulatesof specialtheoryof relativity with the help of an

example. (2) {June 2010}
62.Define time dilation and derive expressionrelating time interval as observedin

two different inertial frames of reference. (3) {June 2010}
63.Find thetotal energyof anelectronanda proton,bothhavingmomentumequalto

cMeV /2 . (3) {June 2010}
64.Explainthetermtime dilation. (2) {Dec 2009}
65.Explaintheconceptof ether.(2) {Dec 2009}
66.Explain MichelsonMoreley’s experimentand discussits significance.(5) {Dec

2009}
67.Explainvariouspostulatesof specialtheoryof relativity. (3) {Dec 2009}
68.ExplainthetermLengthcontraction.(2) {June2009}
69.Differentiatebetweeninertial andnoninertial framesof reference.(2) {June2009}
70.Deriveexpressionfor LorentzTransformationequations.(5) {June2009}
71.Prove that the velocity of light is independentof the velocity of the frame of

reference. (3) {June 2009}
72.Whataretheoutcomesof MichelsonMoreley’s experiment?(2) {Dec 2008}
73.Derive Lorentz transformationequationsand apply them to explain (i) Length

contraction (ii) time dilation. (4+2+2) {Dec 2008}
74.Explainwhy aparticlecannotmovefasterthanspeedof light? (2) {May 2008}
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75.Explain Michelson Moreley experimentin detail and give the significanceof
negative results. (8) {May 2008}

76.Write postulatesof Einstein’s specialtheoryrelativity. (2) {Dec 2007}
77. Prove that the relation maF = is covariant under relativistic transformation. (4)

{Dec 2007}
78.Show that the relativistic form of Newton’s secondlaw, when F is parallel to v

is
2

3

2

2

0

v
1

dt

dv
 

−









−=

c
mF . (4) {Dec 2007}

79.Explainsimultaneityin relativity. (2) {May 2007}
80.Write Lorentztransformations.(2) {May 2007}
81. If T is the relativistic kinetic energy of a particle of mass0 m , then show

that 222
0

2 2 cpTcmT =+ . (4) {May 2007}

82.A particle of mass M disintegrateswhile at rest into two parts having

masses
4

&
2

 
MM

. Show that the relativistic kinetic energies of the parts

are
32

5
&

32

3
 

22 McMc
respectively. (4) {May 2007}

83. An event occurs in the frame S at mst 1 = at kmx 5 = . The position of the point of
occurrence of event in frameS ′ appears to be kmx 35 =′ . Find the time of
occurrence of the event)(t ′ in the frameS ′ . (2) {Dec 2006}

84.Show that the law of addition of velocity predicts the constantvalue of the
velocity of light in all the inertial frames. (2) {Dec 2006}

85.Explain the postulatesof special theory of relativity and derive the Lorentz
transformation equations. (5) {Dec 2006}

86. Two particles come towards each other with speedc80 ⋅ with respect to the
laboratory. What is their relative speed? (3) {Dec 2006}

87.Discussin detailMichelson-Moreleyexperiment.(5)
88.Calculate the expectedfringe shift in Michelson-Moreley experiment, if the

distance of each mirror is 2m and the wavelength of light is
�

A6000 . Given that
the speed of earth is 14103 −× ms . (3) {May 2006}

89.Show that relativistic law of addition of velocities predicts constantvalue of
velocity of light in all inertial frames. (2) {Dec2005}

90.Explain the postulatesof theory of relativity and derive Lorentz transformation
equation. (5) {Dec2005}

91. A certain process requires s610 − to occur in an atom at rest in the laboratory.
How much time will this process require to an observer in the laboratory, when
the atom is moving with a speed of 17105 −× ms ? (3) {Dec2005}

92.StateEinstein’s postulatesof specialtheoryof relativity. (2) {May 2005}
93.On thebasisof Lorentztransformation,discussthefollowing kinematiceffects:(i)

length contraction (ii) time dilation (4) {May 2005}
94.A scientistobservesthat a certain atom A moving with respectto him with a

velocity of 110102 −× cms emits a particle B, which is moving with
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velocity 1101082 −×⋅ cms with respect to the atom. Calculate the relative velocity
of the emitted particle with respect to the scientist. (4) {May 2005}

95.StateEinstein’s postulatesof specialtheoryof relativity. (2) {Dec 2004}

96. Show that the mass of a body in motion is given by:

2

2

0

c

v
1

 

−

=
m

m , where 0 m is

the rest mass of the body andm is the mass when it is moving with speed v . (8)
97.Define inertial frame of reference.Doesan inertial frame of referenceexist?(2)

{May 2004}
98.Deriveexpressionfor variationof massof abodywith speed.(5) {May 2004}
99.DefineProperlengthandPropertime. A spacecrewhasa life supportsystemthat

will last for 1000hours. Find the minimum speed for safe travel betweentwo
space stations at a proper distance of km11108 × from each other. (3)

100. Statepostulatesof specialtheoryof relativity. (2) {Dec 2003}

QUANTUM MECHANICS

1. Defineuncertaintyprincipleandgive its origin. (2) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
2. If the mass of a neutron is kg2710661 −×⋅ , then find the de-Broglie wavelength at

300K. (Given 13810381 −−×⋅= JKk ) (2) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
3. wavefunction of particle in a one dimensionalbox of length L is given as

integern ;  sin
2

)( =






=Ψ
L

xn

L
x

π
. Show that this wave function satisfies one

dimensional time independent Schrodinger equation. Given that
2

222

2mL

n
E

ℏπ= and

U = 0. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
4. Define wavefunction. Give its significance and write conditions for a

wavefunction to be well behaved. (4) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
5. Usingenergy-timeuncertaintyprinciple,showthatno excitedstatein atomcanbe

mono-energetic in nature. (2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
6. Why a particletrappedin abox cannotbeat rest?(2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
7. What is thematterwaveassociatedwith a movingparticle?Derive expressionfor

phase and group velocities of such a wave packet. (4) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
8. Give a brief accountof needand origin of quantummechanics.(4) {JUN 15

[PTU]}
9. Explainbriefly uncertaintyprinciple.(2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
10.Derive expressionfor time independentSchrodingerwaveequation.(4) {DEC 14

[GNE]}
11.Derive relation betweengroup velocity and phasevelocity. Hencediscussthe

cases of normal and anomalous dispersion. Which dispersion is must forgroup
velocity to be less than velocity of light? (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}

12.What areessentialconditionsfor a wavefunction to be well behaved?(2) {DEC
14 [PTU]}
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13.Show that Heisenberg’s Uncertaintyprinciple is a naturalconsequenceof wave
nature associated with moving material particles. (4){DEC 14 [PTU]}

14.Obtain time independentSchrodingerequation.Argue qualitatively that energy
quantization is embedded in this equation. (4) {DEC 14 [PTU]}

15.Discussthe formation of wave packetand henceprove that particle velocity is
equal to the group velocity. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}

16.Calculatethe energyeigenvaluesandeigenfunctionsfor themotion of a particle
in one dimensional box. (4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}

17. Can 2)( xx =ψ be an acceptable wave function in quantum mechanics? (2) {JUN
14 [GNE]}

18.Calculate the de-Broglie wavelength associatedwith electrons, which are
accelerated by a voltage of 50kV. (3) {JUN 14 [PTU]}

19.SolveSchrodingerequationfor a particleconfinedto an infinite potentialbox of
width L in order to derive the expression for energy eigen values. (5) {JUN 14
[PTU]}

20.What is the physical significanceattachedto the conditions of continuity and
single valued nature of an acceptable wavefunction? (2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}

21.Whatis theconceptof Larmorfrequency?(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
22.Whatdoyou understandby waveparticlepuzzle?(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
23.Derive time dependentSchrodingerequation and discuss its significance in

today’s context. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
24.What is the significance of uncertainty principle for macroscopicbodies?(4)

{Dec 2013 [PTU]}
25.Whatis de-Brogliehypothesis.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
26. An electron is bound in one dimensional box of size .104 10m−× What will be the

minimum energy? (2) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
27.StateandexplainHeisenberg’s uncertainityprinciple.(4) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
28.At time t = 0, a particle is represented by a wave function















≤≤

≤≤

=Ψ

elsewhere              0

xafor       
a)-(b

x)-(b
A

ax0for        
a

x
A 

)( bx ; where A, a and b are constants.

(i) Normalize )0,(xΨ
(ii) Sketch )0,(xΨ as a function of x.
(iii) Whereis theparticlemostlikely to beat t = 0 ?
(iv) What is the probability of finding the particleto the left of x = a at t = 0?

(4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
29.ExplainUncertainityprinciple.(2) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
30.Calculatethe energyeigenvaluesandeigenfunctionsfor themotion of a particle

confined in a 1-D box. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}
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31.At a certaintime, the normalizedwavefunction of the particlemoving alongthe

X-axis is given by:








<<+
<<+

=Ψ
elsewhere              0

x0for       x-

0x-for         

)( ββ
ββx

x . Find the value ofβ and the

probability that the particle’s position is between ββ == xx &
2

. (4) {Dec 2013

[GNE]}
32.Differentiatebetweenphasevelocity andgroupvelocity. (2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
33.ObtainBohr’s conditionof quantizationof angularmomentumusingdeBroglie’s

idea of matter waves. (3) {Jun 2013 [PTU]}
34.Develop energy time relation and discusssome relevant application. (5) {Jun

2013 [PTU]}
35.Write the expressionof normalizedwave function for a particle confined in a

potential box. (2) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}
36. Find the probability of finding a particle in a region 4L0 ⋅ to 6L0 ⋅ trapped in an

infinite potential well of width L. (4) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}
37.Derive an expressionfor energy of a particle of massm confined to infinite

potential well of width L. Why such a particle cannot have zero energy? (4) {Jun
2013 [GNE]}

38.Whatdoyou understandby wave-particleduality?(2) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
39.A particle of mass m is confined to move inside an infinite potential well

described by following function:









>∞+
≤≤

<∞+
=

afor x      

ax0for             0

afor x       

  V(x)

Calculate the wave function and energy of the particle. (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
40.What is uncertaintyprinciple?Explain the nonexistenceof the electroninsidethe

nucleus using this principle. (4) {Dec 2012 [GNE]}
41.Whatdoyou understandby wavepacket?(2) {Dec 2012}
42.What is the minimum uncertaintyin the energystateof an atom if an electron

remains in this state for s810− ? (3) {Dec 2012}
43.Developtime independentSchrodingerequationanddiscussits significance.(5)

{Dec 2012}
44.Whatarematterwaves?(2) {June2012}
45.Computethe de-Broglie wavelengthof a proton of wavelengthwhose kinetic

energy is equal to the rest energy of an electron. Given that mass of proton is
1840 times the mass of electron. (4) {June 2012}

46.Whatdoyou meanby normalizationof a wavefunction?(4) {June2012}
47.Calculatethewavenumberof 10keVneutron.(3) {Dec 2011}
48.ExplainHeisenberg’s uncertaintyprinciple.(5) {Dec 2011}
49.Whatis thesignificanceof wavefunction?(2) {June 2011}
50.Whatis theimportanceof uncertaintyprinciple?(2) {June 2011}
51.Derive an expressionfor time dependentSchrodingerwave equation.(6) {June

2011}
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52.Whatis theenergyof Gammaray havingwavelengthof
�

A1 ? (2) {June 2011}
53.Whatis de-Broglie’s hypothesis?(2) {Dec 2010}
54.Whatis ComptonEffect?(2) {Dec 2010}
55.Whatis Born’s interpretationof wavefunction?(2) {Dec 2010}
56.What is the differencebetweenphasevelocity andgroupvelocity?Showthat the

de-Broglie group velocity associated with the wave packet is equal to the velocity
of the particle. (6) {Dec 2010}

57. Why 0=n state is not allowed for a particle confined to an infinite potential box?
(2) {June 2010}

58.What is the physical significanceattachedto the conditions of continuity and
single valued nature of an acceptable wave function? (2) {June 2010}

59.Establish time dependentSchrodingerwave equation and further deduce tie
independent equation from it. (4) {June 2010}

60.Whatarethecharacteristicsof awell behavedwavefunction?(2) {June2010}
61.Find the probability of a particle trappedin a box of lengthL to be found in the

region LtoL 550  450 ⋅⋅ for the ground state. (2) {June 2010}
62.Differentiatebetweenphasevelocity andgroupvelocity. (2) {Dec 2009}
63.Define wave function andobtain the expressionfor time dependentSchrodinger

wave equation. (4) {Dec 2009}
64.Differentiate between Photoelectric effect and Compton Effect and derive

expression for Compton shift. (8) {Dec 2009}
65.DefineEigenvaluesandEigenfunctions.(2) {June2009}
66.Define wave function and calculate the expression for Time Independent

Schrodinger wave equation. (4) {June 2009}
67.Explain ComptonEffect andcalculatethe expressionfor the ComptonShift. (8)

{June 2009}
68.Definephotoelectriceffect.(2) {Dec 2008}
69.Give the significanceof ComptonEffect. Find the expressionfor (i) Compton

Shift (ii) Kinetic energy of recoiled electron. (1+4+3) {Dec 2008}
70.Whatis theimportanceof Comptonshift?(2) {May 2008}
71.Derive Schrodingerequation for a linear harmonic oscillator. Determine the

normalized wave function and energy levels of the oscillator. (8) {May 2008}
72.Distinguishbetweenphaseandgroupvelocity. (2) {Dec 2007}

73. Prove Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
2

. 
h

px x ≥∆∆ . (4) {Dec 2007}

74. If theenergyof a particleis zero,thenproveusingquantummechanicsthat it can
not exist in a one dimensional box. (4) {Dec 2007}

75. An X-ray photon of energy keV75 is scattered at an angle o45 , then calculate the
energy of the scattered X-ray photon. (4) {Dec 2007}

76.Whatdoyou meanby matterwaves?(2) {May 2007}
77.DiscussHarmonicOscillator in quantummechanics.Define energyEigenvalues

for it. Does it explain the tunneling phenomenon for particle in a box? (8) {May
2007}

78.How do you explainthezeropoint energyof a harmonicoscillator?(2) {Jan2007}
79.Canvisible light beusedto demonstrateComptonEffect?Explain.(2) {Dec 2006}
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80.Show that the relation betweenthe direction of the recoiled electron and the

scattered photon in case of Compton Effect is given by 






Φ+=
2

tan)1(cot αθ ,

where
2

0cm

hv=α and other symbols have their usual meanings. (5)

81.What is the de Broglie wavelengthof an electron,which has beenaccelerated
from rest through a potential difference of 150V? (3)

82. The energy of a linear harmonic oscillator in its third excited state is eV10 ⋅ .
Calculate the frequency of vibration. (3) {Dec 2006}

83.ExplaindeBroglie conceptof matterwaves.(2) {May 2006}
84.Whatareorthogonalwavefunctions?(2) {May 2006}
85.Write the Schrodingerequationfor particle in a box andsolveit to obtainenergy

Eigen values and Eigen functions. (6) {May 2006}
86.Explainbriefly UncertaintyPrinciple.(2) {May 2006}
87.What voltage must be applied to an electron to produce electrons of

wavelength
�

A50 ⋅ ? Given that Jsh 3410626 −×⋅= , Ce 191061 −×⋅= &
kgm 311019 −×⋅= . (2) {Dec2005}

88.Whatis thephysicalsignificanceof wavefunction?(2) {Dec2005}
89.DiscussComptonscatteringandderivea relationfor the changein wavelengthof

the scattered photon. (6) {Dec2005}
90.Explainbriefly Uncertaintyprinciple.(2)
91.Whatis ComptonEffect?(2) {May 2005}
92.Whatdoyou understandby EigenvaluesandEigenfunctions?(2) {May 2005}
93.What is the needfor quantummechanics?Discussthe Born’s interpretationof

wave function and normalization of the wave function. (2,2) {May 2005}
94.At a certaintime, the normalizedwavefunction of the particlemoving alongthe

X-axis is given by:








<<+
<<+

=Ψ
elsewhere              0

x0for       x-

0x-for         

)( ββ
ββx

x . Find the value ofβ and the

probability that the particle’s position is between ββ == xx &
2

. (4) {May 2005}

95.Whatis uncertaintyprinciple?(2) {Dec 2004}
96.Give theBorn’s interpretationof wavefunction.(2) {Dec 2004}
97.For a particle in a one dimensionalbox, show that the value of uncertainity

product is:
2

1

12
 

22

−=∆∆ πn
px ℏ , where symbols have their usual meanings. (8)

{Dec 2004}
98. Is it possibleto observeComptonScatteringof visible light? Explain. (2) {May

2004}
99.Can every physical systembe describedby the time independentSchrodinger

equation? Comment. (2) {May 2004}
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100. Show that the energy lost by a photon of frequencyv in Compton

interaction with a stationary electron of rest mass0 m is given by;
)cos1(1

)cos1(
 

θα
θα

−+
−hv

;

where
2

0

 
cm

hv=α and θ is angle of scattering of photon. Also obtain an

expression for maximum kinetic energy of the recoil electron. (6) {May 2004}
101. Find thegroundstateenergyof an electronconfinedto a onedimensional

rigid box of length
�

A1 . (2)
102. What is theutility of normalizationof wavefunction?(2) {Dec2003}
103. The uncertainty principle imposesno restriction on the measurements

relasted to macroscopic objects. Comment. (2) {Dec2003}

NANOPHYSICS

1. Why storageof nanomaterialsis a challenge?(2) {JUN 15 [GNE]}
2. Write shortnoteson (i) Quantumconfinement(ii) Carbonnanotubes(CNTs). (2)

{JUN 15 [GNE]}

3. Write majorapplicationsanddisadvantagesof nanotechnology.(2) {JUN 15
[GNE]}

4. Definenanoscienceandnanotechnology.(2) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
5. Discussvarioustechniquesfor synthesisof nanomaterials.(5) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
6. Write shortnoteon carbonnanotubes.(3) {JUN 15 [PTU]}
7. Write four disadvantagesof nanotechnology.(2) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
8. How canwe synthesizenanomaterials?Explain variousstepsinvolved in Sol-Gel

technique. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
9. Nameandexplain two important factorsresponsiblefor distinguishedproperties

of nanomaterials. (4) {DEC 14 [GNE]}
10.Give a brief andbroadoutline of sol-gelsynthesisof nanomaterials.(2) {DEC 14

[PTU]}
11.Discussvarioustechniquesof synthesisof nanomaterials.(5) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
12.Write shortnoteon carbonnanotubes.(3) {DEC 14 [PTU]}
13.Explainopticalandmagneticpropertiesof nanomaterials.(4) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
14.Discussin detail sol-gel techniquefor synthesisof nano-materials.(4) {JUN 14

[GNE]}
15.Write anytwo propertiesof carbonnanotubes.(2) {JUN 14 [GNE]}
16.Discussbriefly different methodsusedto synthesizethe nanoparticles.(4) {JUN

14 [PTU]}
17.Give two propertiesof carbonnanotubes.(2) {JUN 14 [PTU]}
18.Differentiatebetweennanowireandnanotune.(2) {Dec 2013[PTU]}
19.Justify that surfaceareato volumeratio increaseswhile we go from bulk to nano

scale. (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
20. Demonstrate the composition of fullerene60C structure and discuss its real world

application(s). (4) {Dec 2013 [PTU]}
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21.Give examplesof one, two and threedimensionalnanomaterials.(2) {Dec 2013
[GNE]}

22.How cannanomaterialsbesynthesized?Explainany techniquein detail by giving
its advantages and disadvantages. (4) {Dec 2013 [GNE]}

23.Write applicationsandpotentialrisksof nanomaterials.(4) {Dec 2013[GNE]}
24.Whatis electronconfinement?(2) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
25. “Surfaceareato volume ratio getsenhancedat nanoscale.” Comment.(4) {Jun

2013 [PTU]}
26.Discusssomeapplicationsof carbonnanotubes.(4) {Jun 2013[PTU]}
27.Write two peculiar features which distinguish nano materials from normal

materials. (2) {Jun 2013 [GNE]}
28.Discussbriefly different methodsfor synthesisof nanomaterials.(4) {Jun 2013

[GNE]}
29.What do you understandcarbonnanotubes?How arethesesynthesized?(4) {Jun

2013 [GNE]}
30.Whatarenanomaterials?Explain.(2) {Dec 2012[GNE]}
31.How can we synthesisnanomaterials?Explain Sol-Gel techniquein details. (4)

{Dec 2012 [GNE]}
32.What are carbonnanotubes?Discussvarious applicationsof nanomaterials.(4)

{Dec 2012 [GNE]}
33.Whatis quantumdot?(2) {Dec 2012}
34.Elaboratetheconceptof particleconfinementin contextof nanophysics.(4) {Dec

2012}
35.Elaboratetheadvantagesof usingSol-Gelprocessfor synthesizingnanomaterials.

(4) {Dec 2012}
36.Whatis Nanophysics?(2) {June2012}
37.Whatareadvantagesof synthesizingnanomaterials?(4) {June2012}
38.Synthesisof nanotubesis achallenge.Comment.(4) {June2012}
39.Whatarenanomaterials?(2) {Dec 2011}
40.Whatis Quantumconfinement?(2) {Dec 2011}
41.What are advantagesof synthesizingnanomaterialsusing Sol-Gel method?(4)

{Dec 2011}
42.Advocate the utility of fullerene structure in reference to the synthesis of

nanotubes. (4) {Dec 2011}


